Introduction {#sec1}
============

Nanoparticle--polymer composites are an important class of materials composed of disparate inorganic and polymeric components, combined in a manner that allows the resulting materials to exhibit physical characteristics not observed in either of the single phases.^[@ref1]−[@ref6]^ By mixing nanoparticles and polymers of different sizes,^[@ref7]^ shapes, molecular structures,^[@ref8]^ and elemental compositions in varying stoichiometric amounts,^[@ref9]^ the bulk makeup of the resulting material can be tuned across a diverse range of overall compositions.^[@ref10]−[@ref15]^ In order to fully dictate the properties of these composites, however, it is necessary to control the arrangement of individual polymer and particle building blocks within the composite, as the spatial positioning of different components affects how these different phases interact with one another.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ The development of methods to achieve this level of control represents a major challenge for future materials syntheses. It is therefore critical to establish new types of chemical interactions and stimuli that can programmably dictate how the constituent components interact with one another.^[@ref18]^ Moreover, significant benefit could be obtained from the ability to dynamically manipulate each of these types of interactions after the composite has been prepared, as this would enable postsynthetic modification of material structure^[@ref19]^ or pathway-dependent organization of particles within the polymer matrix.

The "nanocomposite tecton" (NCT) is a recently developed nanoparticle-based construct^[@ref20]^ capable of programmed self-assembly that is ideal for synthesizing these types of complex composites. Each NCT is inherently a composite material in itself, and contains multiple independently addressable design elements that can be used to program interactions between NCTs and their surrounding environment. NCTs consist of an inorganic nanoparticle (NP) core functionalized with a dense polymer brush, where each polymer chain that comprises the brush terminates in a supramolecular recognition group; interactions between these groups drive the assembly of NCTs into hierarchically ordered structures. Importantly, the fact that these supramolecular interactions can be tuned separately from the composition of the NPs or polymer brushes potentially enables independent control over the chemical makeup of the particle and polymer components of the composite, the spatial organization of the assembled structure, and the types of interactions governing the assembly process. However, while NCTs have significant potential in the development of unique polymer nanocomposite materials, only a single type of supramolecular interaction (hydrogen bonding) has so far been used to control particle assembly,^[@ref20]^ which limits the processing conditions and compositional diversity of NCT assemblies. The development of a wider variety of supramolecular groups^[@ref21]−[@ref23]^ that can be used to direct NCT assembly would therefore be a major step toward addressing the design criteria outline above that are needed to fully manipulate composite structure and properties. In addition, the ability to use multiple orthogonal supramolecular interactions simultaneously would make it possible to develop sophisticated NCT architectures capable of more complex behaviors, such as composites that respond to multiple stimuli, or the formation of different particle arrangements in a processing-path dependent manner. Here, we introduce three unique supramolecular bonding motifs in order to establish new processing and assembly pathways capable of manipulating nanocomposite structure. We subsequently explore how the organization of these supramolecular groups around a nanoscale scaffold affects the thermodynamics of NCT assembly, and demonstrate how different stimuli (e.g., heat, light, pH, small molecules) can be used to regulate their collective binding interactions. Finally, we use the control afforded by the incorporation of many different supramolecular recognition chemistries into the NCT concept to expand the capabilities of this modular materials synthon. Specifically, we develop multistimuli responsive nanoparticle arrays, enhance reaction kinetics for covalent bond formation, and synthesize permanently cross-linked particle lattices that are significantly more robust to heat and solvent changes than prior systems. The designs presented here therefore provide major advancement for the field of composite synthesis by establishing a framework for synthesizing hierarchically ordered composites that are capable of complicated assembly behaviors.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

System Design {#sec2.1}
-------------

Previously, hydrogen bonding interactions between diaminopyridine (DAP) and thymine (Thy) units have been used to assemble NCT superlattices.^[@ref20]^ However, the labile nature of these interactions limits the ability of NCTs to incorporate a diverse range of polymer compositions or different stimuli to control material synthesis. These limitations stem from the fact that the nanoparticle-tethered DAP/Thy complexes are only stable in nonpolar solvents such as toluene, as solvents that contain more polar functional groups potentially disrupt DAP/Thy hydrogen bonding interactions. Therefore, directing NCT-NCT interactions with stronger recognition motifs would be a major step toward expanding the types of polymer and particle compositions that can be used in NCTs.

Hamilton wedge (HW)/cyanuric acid (CA) complexes^[@ref24]^ represent a simple alteration to the previously established NCT system ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), as they represent a stronger hydrogen-bonding pair than DAP/Thy that should still follow similar assembly behaviors. Compared with DAP/Thy complexes which possess three H-bonds per complex, HW/CA pairs possess six H-bonds per complex, and the *K*~a~ of a single HW/CA pair is 2 orders of magnitude higher than a DAP/Thy pair under the same conditions.^[@ref25]^ Beyond hydrogen-bonding, metal coordination bonds represent an even stronger type of interaction, and are typically responsive to different stimuli,^[@ref26]^ making them another ideal choice for robust NCT assembly. As an example, terpyridine (Tpy) units can form supramolecular complexes in the presence of metal ions, and the strength of these interactions can be controlled as a function of which metal ion species are used.^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ Finally, dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC) represents an interesting potential means of assembling NCTs, as DCC bonds are only reversible under specific environmental conditions. For instance, hydrazide (Hdz) and aldehyde (CHO) functionalities undergo irreversible covalent bond formation at moderate pH, but these bonds can be made reversible by adding a strong acid.^[@ref29]^

![(a) General synthetic route for the preparation of the functionalized polystyrene (PS) used in this study. (b) Chemical structures of the different functional groups used to drive particle assembly. (c) Schematic illustration of the assembly of polymer-functionalized NCTs via supramolecular interactions between end groups.](ja9b06695_0001){#fig1}

By synthesizing NCTs with either HW/CA pairs, Tpy complexes, or DCC bonds as their chemical recognition motifs, the stability and stimuli responsiveness of the NCT system should be readily expanded beyond what can be achieved with DAP/Thy driven NCT assembly alone. In order to incorporate each of these functional groups into an NCT construct, individual systems were prepared using a previously established protocol,^[@ref20]^ modified to include these new chemistries. Briefly, polystyrene (PS) chains were synthesized using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) from a disulfide-containing initiator, and the binding groups were attached to the ends of these chains through copper catalyzed azide--alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Once the polymer chains had been functionalized with these binding groups, the disulfide was cleaved and the polymers were attached to gold nanoparticles using gold--thiol chemistry. A complete description of all synthesis protocols and full characterization of all molecular, macromolecular, and nanoparticle materials can be found in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf).

NCT Assemblies Induced by Different Recognition Motifs {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------

Due to the similar nature of the supramolecular interactions between the previously established DAP/Thy complexes and the HW/CA system, these stronger hydrogen bonding complexes were first investigated to confirm that more robust chemical interactions could still result in NCT assembly without any undesirable side reactions. Preassembled HW coated NCTs were permanently dispersible in nonpolar solvents like toluene, while some CA NCT systems exhibited a small amount of self-aggregation in these same solvents; this aggregation was easily reversed by adding trace amounts of a more polar solvent such as anisole. However, when HW- and CA- NCTs were mixed, the complementary hydrogen bonding interactions resulted in rapid assembly as monitored both visually and via UV--vis spectroscopy, as the assembly of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) results in a redshift and reduction of the gold nanoparticles' plasmon resonance, diminishing the solution's absorption intensity at 520 nm. While previous DAP/Thy linked NCTs of comparable size and polymer length exhibited a melting temperature (*T*~m~, the temperature at which NCT dissociate from one another) of 40 °C,^[@ref20]^ HW/CA linked NCTs were irreversibly linked in toluene even at the boiling point of the solvent. This aggregation was also observed to occur in both pure toluene as well as in toluene-anisole mixtures up to 75% anisole (an example with 28 AuNPs and 11 kDa polymers in 50% anisole is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). The assembly of the HW/CA-NCTs was also observed in mixtures of toluene and more polar solvents, including CHCl~3~, CH~2~Cl~2~ and *o*-dichlorobenzene (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)). The ability of HW/CA pairs to assemble NCTs both at elevated temperatures and in the presence of polar solvents capable of disrupting hydrogen bonding demonstrates that increasing the binding strength of NCT supramolecular bonding groups increases the compatibility of the system with more challenging assembly environments.

![UV--vis spectroscopy investigation of (a) the self-assembly of the complementary 28 nm HW and CA-NCTs (11 kDa PS) in a 1:1 mixture of anisole and toluene at room temperature, and (b) kinetic study of the self-assembly process of the 28 nm Tpy-NCTs (11 kDa PS) induced by different metal ions in toluene.](ja9b06695_0002){#fig2}

When investigating the assembly behavior of the Tpy ligand functionalized NCTs, it is important to note that the strength of a Tpy-metal ion complex depends on the identity of the metal ion being coordinated. Therefore, three sets of identical Tpy ligand functionalized NCT solutions were prepared (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), Section 3 for experimental details), to which three different metal ions (Mn^2+^, Zn^2+^, and Fe^2+^) were added. Previous work has shown that the association strength of Tpy ligands with these metal ions follows the trend of Mn^2+^ \< Zn^2+^ \< Fe^2+^.^[@ref30]^ In the NCT system, all three metal ions were able to readily induce the assembly of NCTs in toluene at nearly identical rates ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). The slow kinetics of this assembly process compared with the hydrogen bond driven assemblies presumably results from the Coulombic repulsion between the positively charged M(Tpy)~2~^2+^ complexes when forming large NCT aggregates.^[@ref31]^ It is noteworthy that in all three cases the metal ion-Tpy coordination-induced NCT assembly remained assembled in toluene up to the boiling point of the solvent.

While the HW/CA and Tpy systems were capable of assembling NCTs in a rapid manner, the initial attempts of using DCC to assemble NCTs were unsuccessful, and no aggregates were observed after mixing the Hdz- and CHO-functionalized NCTs under weak acidic conditions, even after a week at room temperature. This observation indicates that the covalent hydrazone bond formation between Hdz- and CHO-NCTs is negligible under these conditions. The inability of DCC to induce particle assembly is ascribed to the relatively low concentration (\<1 μM) of the reacting groups on the surface of NCTs. Unlike the supramolecular interactions in the cases of hydrogen-bonding and Tpy ligands, the chemical reaction-based DCC requires high concentrations in order to facilitate effective collision between the Hdz and CHO groups to drive the formation of the hydrazone bond. These observations are consistent with prior attempts to induce covalent bond formation between nanoparticles, where particle-bound molecules only formed covalent bonds after approximately a month, even when the reacting groups were at a concentration 10^5^ times higher than those on the NCTs in this study.^[@ref32]^ Therefore, while the NCTs examined here were unable to form aggregates via dynamic covalent bond formation, in principle it should be theoretically possible to induce covalent bond formation if the local concentration of reactive groups could be increased (vide infra).

External Stimuli-Driven Reversible NCT Assembly/Disassembly {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

While it is not surprising that the supramolecular interactions above (which are stronger than the previously examined DAP-Thy complexes) are able to induce particle assembly, it is not necessarily obvious that these stronger interactions also allow for particle disassembly, reorganization, or stimuli response. Given that these factors are critical for tackling the design criteria outlined at the beginning of this work, it is important to determine what external stimuli are capable of dynamically regulating the assembly of these HW/CA and Tpy-complex driven particle assemblies.

In order to disassemble the NCTs using external stimuli, both the enthalpic and entropic effects involved in the assembly process need to be taken into account. The enthalpy (Δ*H*) is determined by both the binding affinity of each individual supramolecular recognition moiety, as well as the number of supramolecular groups that comprise an NCT-NCT bond. Alterations to particle size and polymer length in the NCT system can affect the local concentration of the supramolecular recognition groups, thereby significantly varying the multivalency of the NCT interactions, and thus the collective Δ*H* of the interparticle bonds.^[@ref33]^ The entropy of these interactions (Δ*S*) is dictated by the reduced conformational freedom of the supramolecular recognition groups and the polymer chains they tether upon assembling.^[@ref34]^ While the entropic effects of supramolecular complexation can generally be overlooked in the case of small molecule functionalized NPs, the polymer chains in the NCT system provide unique handles to mediate the thermodynamics of the particle assembly. This added design flexibility arises because the entropy change associated with interparticle bonding is significantly larger for the NCT system compared with the small molecule functionalized NPs, as the number of conformations an NCT polymer chain can adopt is severely restricted upon the formation of NCT-NCT bonds. As a result, the entropic effects have more pronounced influence on the thermodynamics of the NCT systems (larger *T*Δ*S*), making the free energy change associated with NCT bonding more thermally sensitive. Changes in both particle size and polymer length should therefore shift the strength of each NCT-NCT bond via changes to the chain dynamics of individual polymers comprising the brush. In order to make valid comparisons across the diverse range of design handles that could potentially be used to regulate the thermodynamics of the NCT supramolecular-driven assembly behavior (e.g., particle size, polymer length, supramolecular binding group identity, solvent conditions, etc.), comparisons will primarily be made for NCTs of a standard particle size and polymer length (28 nm particles and 11 kDa polymer chains); additional NCT designs and thermodynamic analyses can be found in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf).

The HW/CA-NCT assemblies were first treated with heat as a simple means to study the reversibility of the assembly process. Compared with the DAP/Thy NCTs that dissociated at temperatures of ∼25--60 °C when assembled in toluene,^[@ref20]^ the stronger HW/CA recognition motif actually prevented particle dissociation in this nonpolar solvent for most of the NCT systems that were assembled, excluding the NCTs with the longest polymer chains (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), Section 3). As a result, more polar solvents than toluene needed to be added in order to weaken the hydrogen bonds and enable particle disassembly. By altering the solvent composition to contain different amounts of anisole (a polar solvent that is highly miscible with toluene), the *T*~m~ of the HW/CA linked NCTs could be easily tuned by tailoring the ratio of the two solvents. Indeed, it was found that by increasing the polarity of the solvent, the *T*~*m*~ of the NCT assemblies could be gradually decreased ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) from a permanent interaction that did not break even at the boiling point of pure toluene, down to 40 °C in a mixture of 1:3 toluene:anisole. In pure anisole, the hydrogen bonding interactions were sufficiently weakened such that no assembly was observed for any of the NCT systems. More interestingly, the change in the *T*~*m*~ of the assemblies exhibited a linear relationship with the anisole/toluene ratio (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)), which allows the *T*~*m*~ of the system to be precisely tailored by changing the solvent composition. Furthermore, the high stability of the HW/CA pairs enables a wider range of polymer designs to form reversible assemblies than can be achieved when using the DAP/Thy system. HW/CA based NCTs with PS brushes of molecular weight up to 26 kDa were still observed to form stable assemblies in pure toluene at room temperature (*T*~m~ = 36 °C, [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, black trace). In all, the HW/CA recognition motif exhibits the same thermally reversible assembly behavior as the prior DAP-Thy NCT constructs, but its significantly enhanced stability compared with the previous hydrogen-bonded systems allows for much greater flexibility in NCT design, making it a useful expansion of the NCT toolbox.

![Thermal study of complementary 28 nm HW- and CA-NCT mixtures with (a) the same polymer molecular weight (11 kDa) and varying solvent composition, or (b) different polymer weights (11 and 26 kDa), which demonstrates that the stronger HW/CA binding groups allow for the NCTs to reversibly assemble in various solvent compositions with significantly broader range of polymer lengths. (c,d) UV--vis spectroscopy investigation of the responsiveness of the different metal ion-induced 28 nm Tpy-NCT aggregates upon titration of TFA, and the reversible acid--base induced disassembly/assembly of the 28 nm Zn^2+^-Tpy-NCTs upon adding TFA and TEA in an alternating sequence. The percentage of the disassembled NCTs in (c) is determined by comparing the absorbance of the TFA-treated assemblies with that of the original free NCTs.](ja9b06695_0003){#fig3}

While hydrogen-bonded ligands are typically easily modified via changes to solution temperature, coordination bonds are often not as labile. Indeed, the general high binding affinity between the metal ions and the Tpy ligands has been shown to prohibit the disassembly process in response to common external stimuli such as temperature or solvent changes in prior molecular or nanoparticle systems.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Strong chelating reagents such as EDTA that have higher binding enthalpy with the metal ions than Tpy are therefore typically needed to reverse the assembly process.^[@ref36],[@ref37]^ However, the poor solubility of EDTA in common organic solvents limits its use in disassembling NP aggregates that exist in the organic phase.

As mentioned earlier, though, the polymer chains in the NCT system make it possible in principle to reverse the assembly process using the significant entropy penalty associated with polymer tethering as a driving force. In other words, chemical stimuli that have been shown to be ineffective at dissociating small molecule Tpy-based NP assemblies could potentially be used to force NCT disassembly. For example, while trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) can be used to protonate the pyridine groups on the Tpy complex (thereby reducing the enthalpy of complex formation and shifting equilibrium toward the unbound state),^[@ref38]−[@ref40]^ the addition of acid was not a strong enough driving force to dissociate previous Tpy-based NP assemblies.^[@ref36],[@ref41]^ In the NCT system, however, addition of 90 mM TFA at 22 °C resulted in complete dissociation of the Mn^2+^- and Zn^2+^-Tpy-NCT assemblies ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). However, the Fe^2+^-Tpy assembled NCTs only exhibited ∼15% dissociation even when ∼1 M TFA was added due to the stronger binding affinity between Tpy and Fe^2+^ (*K*~a~ \> 10^21^, compared with 10^12^ and 10^9^ for Zn^2+^ and Mn^2+^ respectively).^[@ref42]^ Further increasing the entropic penalty associated with forming Tpy complexes between adjacent particles does facilitate the disassembly process, though, as Fe^2+^-Tpy-linked NCTs functionalized with 26 kDa PS polymer readily disassembled upon the addition of 260 mM TFA at 22 °C ([Figure S4a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)). The ability to disassemble these Fe^2+^-Tpy-linked NCTs with longer polymer chains is consistent with the fact that alterations to polymer configuration in the NCT system provide a unique design handle to tune the assembly properties of NPs.

In order to demonstrate complete reversibility of this pH-driven particle assembly process, acid (TFA) and base (triethylamine, (TEA)) were added in an alternating sequence to the Zn^2+^-Tpy-NCT samples ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d); the assembly and disassembly processes were easily repeated for multiple cycles without deterioration of the NCT complexes. It is also noteworthy that the more weakly bound Zn^2+^/Mn^2+^-Tpy-NCT aggregates can also disassemble upon the addition of free Tpy compound ([Figure S4b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)), which offers an alternative approach to tune the assembly state of the Tpy-NCTs. Together, the use of acid--base and small molecule stimuli to reverse the assembly of Tpy-based NCTs in organic solvents is not only an important step toward broadening the application scope of coordination chemistry in the field of colloidal assembly, but also serves as an example to demonstrate how the introduction of polymer chains in the NCT system leads to unique alterations to the thermodynamics of supramolecular complexation.

Because these HW/CA and Tpy NCTs can be reversibly disassembled using the stimuli of solvent polarity and pH, respectively, this opens up the possibility to use other design handles that indirectly alter these solvent properties to control the NCT assembly process. In principle, a small molecule additive that either changes its dipole or releases H^+^ in response to an external stimulus could therefore be used to control NCT aggregation. While multiple possible stimuli can be used to alter the structures of small molecules in such a manner, light is a desirable candidate because it can be easily delivered to the system with a high degree of spatial and temporal control. Photoresponsive NP systems have been developed for prior NCT assembly systems, but many of the state-of-the-art NP assembly methods that are responsive to light rely on NPs functionalized directly with monolayers of light-responsive molecular switches.^[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ These NP-bound molecules can often be difficult to synthesize and difficult to stimulate uniformly (e.g., the light has to penetrate the aggregated NPs to trigger the switching process, which may result in low efficiency). The use of solvent-borne photoswitches that alter NP aggregation indirectly therefore enable more facile development of light-responsive particle assemblies.^[@ref46]^

On the basis of the results above, it was hypothesized that spiropyran (SP), a molecule known for its rapid and reversible bond-cleavage when stimulated with light,^[@ref47]^ could potentially introduce photoresponsive properties to the NCT assemblies through two different mechanisms without the need to directly couple it to the nanoparticles. Ring opening of SP upon exposure to UV light generates the merocyanine (MC) zwitterion ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), which is significantly more polar than the starting SP form, a change which would be expected to weaken the hydrogen bond formation between the HW/CA NCTs. Furthermore, the MC species can be protonated yielding MCH^+^, a photoacid capable of releasing and capturing H^+^ reversibly in solution^[@ref47]^ ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) and this process could therefore be coupled to the assembly and disassembly of Tpy-NCTs

![(a,b) Two possible approaches through which spiropyran can induce the self-assembly/disassembly processes of NCTs upon the application of photostimuli, including (a) the generation of the polar zwitterion species MC which can disrupt the hydrogen bonding interactions of HW/CA complexes and (b) the generation of protons which can disrupt the coordination interactions of Zn^2+^-Tpy complexes. (c,d) Absorption at 540 nm for the 16 nm HW/CA-NCT and Zn^2+^-Tpy-NCT systems undergoing multiple disassembly assembly cycles upon the application of external photostimuli.](ja9b06695_0004){#fig4}

When a solution of 10 μM SP (ca. 50 equiv to the HW/CA groups) was added to NCTs linked via HW/CA pairs, the absorption intensity of these NCT samples increased upon exposure to UV light, an observation consistent with the more polar MC species weakening the hydrogen bonding interactions between NCTs, leading to disassembly. The dispersed NCT sample remained in this state until exposed to visible light, upon which the less polar SP form was regenerated and the hydrogen bonds between NCTs reformed, resulting in particle reassembly ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c). Upon addition of 4 mM MCH^+^ (ca. 2 × 10^4^ equiv to the Tpy groups,^[@ref48]^ See [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), Section 6 for experimental details) to the Zn^2+^-Tpy-NCT assemblies, the resulting solution showed a strong absorption band attributed to MCH^+^ at 460 nm and low absorption intensity at 540 nm attributed to assembled NCTs ([Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)). When this mixture was irradiated with visible light, MCH^+^ was converted to SP, releasing a proton which subsequently interacted with the Tpy groups. This change in solution acidity resulted in dissociation of the Zn^2+^-Tpy complex and disassembly of the NCTs, as confirmed by the decrease in the absorption band at 460 nm and the concomitant increase of the absorption band at 540 nm. Upon removal of the visible light source, the protons bound to the SP molecules (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), Section 6), leading to regeneration of MCH^+^ and NCT reassembly ([Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)).

These light-reversible assembly processes were subsequently repeated ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c,d) for multiple cycles for both the HW/CA- and the Tpy-NCTs, demonstrating complete reversibility of the assembly process.

Multistimuli Responsive NCT System {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------

The successful establishment of different stimuli, including heat, pH, small molecules and light to tune the assembly/disassembly state of the NCTs functionalized by different recognition groups makes it possible to construct more complicated NCT architectures with increased functionality. Specifically, the functionalization of multiple binding groups to a single nanoparticle scaffold would introduce the possibility of developing multistimuli responsive NCTs capable of assembling into different states under different conditions, or NCTs capable of pathway-dependent assembly where the resulting morphologies depended on the order in which different stimuli were introduced. In order to explore this possibility, two types of NCT samples were prepared ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a): 16 nm AuNPs functionalized with CA groups, and 28 nm AuNPs functionalized with HW and Tpy groups using a 9:1 feed ratio (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf) Section 3). Encouragingly, the NCTs readily assembled at room temperature upon mixing in a 3:1 toluene/anisole solution despite the introduction of the Tpy groups ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, purple trace), and the assemblies could be melted upon heating the solution to ∼60 °C ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c, red trace). In contrast, when Zn^2+^ was present, the NCTs again formed stable assemblies at 22 °C ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d, purple trace), but the original absorption was only partially recovered when the system was heated ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d, red trace). The fact that only some of the NCT dissociated upon heating is ascribed to fact that the 16 nm CA-NCTs could melt into solution, while the 28 nm HW-Tpy-NCTs were locked into the assembled form by the Zn^2+^-Tpy coordination complex. This observation confirms that (i) the formation of the hydrogen bonding interactions is not compromised by the addition of Zn^2+^ and (ii) both hydrogen bonding and coordination interactions can be used simultaneously to govern the assembly process. Finally, the coordination interactions between the NCTs can be out-competed by the addition of free Tpy compound (**3**) as demonstrated above, leaving only hydrogen bonding interactions to mediate the assembly process. When excess free Tpy was added to these assemblies, the thermal response of the system matched the previous assembly and disassembly behavior in the absence of Zn^2+^ ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e). Taken together, these data allow for the NCTs to exist in four unique states depending on whether the Tpy complexes are formed, the HW/CA complexes are formed, or both or neither are formed ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a).

![(a) A schematic illustration of the NCTs that were used to examine the multistimuli responsive NCT self-assembly system. (b--e) UV--vis spectroscopic characterization of the NCT samples upon applying different external stimuli.](ja9b06695_0005){#fig5}

![(a) A schematic illustration of the various responses of the multistimuli responsive system in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating that the pathway of stimulus addition controls the morphology of the resulting composites. Conditions: (i) cool; (ii) heat; (iii) addition of Zn^2+^, heat; (iv) addition of Tpy, heat; (v) addition of Zn^2+^; (vi) addition of Tpy. (b) TEM images of the assembly induced by coordination interactions only (left) and hydrogen bonding interactions only (right). (c) SAXS traces for the HW-Tpy and CA-based multistimuli responsive NCT assemblies under different conditions, where the difference in interparticle spacings demonstrates the pathway-dependent nature of the assembly process.](ja9b06695_0006){#fig6}

The multistimuli responsive behavior of the NCTs was also confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), providing information on the structure of the assembled NCTs. Specifically, when the assembly behavior was driven exclusively by coordination interactions, only 16 nm NCTs were observed in electron microscopy images of the supernatant ([Figure S8a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)) and only 28 nm NCTs were observed in the aggregate ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, left), and a single peak in low q region in the SAXS data confirms the presence of a single average interparticle distance (*d*, determined as *d* = 2π/*q*~0~, where *q*~0~ is the maximum of the scattering peak),^[@ref49]^ consistent with solely 28 nm NCTs being part of the precipitate ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, red solid trace). In comparison, when the assembly was driven by hydrogen bonding or both hydrogen bonding and coordination interactions, the aggregate was comprised of a mixture of 28 and 16 nm NCTs ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, right, and [Figure S8c--e](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)).

Importantly, however, the ability to orthogonally address these two different assembly mechanisms potentially also enables pathway-dependent assembly, allowing the positions of the particles within a macroscopic aggregate to be controlled as a function of the order in which different stimuli are introduced. For example, when the 28 and 16 nm NCTs were assembled ([Figure S8d](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)) via steps (i) and (v) as shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a (first hydrogen bonding, then Zn^2+^ complexation), NCTs formed homogeneous aggregates with both sizes of NCTs interspersed throughout the aggregate. This homogeneity was noted by the presence of a single interparticle distance of 38 nm observed in the SAXS data, as indicated by only a single peak in the low q region. In comparison, when the two sets of NCTs were assembled in the opposite pathway (steps (iii) and (i), Zn^2+^-Tpy-complex formation followed by hydrogen bonding), the 28 and 16 nm NCTs were segregated into distinct regions within the assemblies---the 28 nm NCTs formed aggregates which were surrounded by 16 nm NCTs ([Figure S8e](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)). Although TEM images can potentially make full structure determination challenging, the SAXS data unequivocally show this particle segregation behavior, as two distinct peaks were observed in the low q region, corresponding to the two different interparticle distances that would be expected: a larger distance of 52 nm for 28--28 nm particle bonds linked with Zn^2+^-Tpy complexes, and a shorter distance of 37 nm for the 28--16 nm particle bonds consisting of HW/CA pairs ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)).

These results show that the differences in interparticle distance are a direct result of the differences in the assembly pathway. In step (i), the 28 and 16 nm NCTs interact with each other via hydrogen bonding and form aggregates consisting of both particle types homogeneously dispersed throughout the sample. The addition of Zn^2+^ (step (v)) induces additional interactions between adjacent 28 nm NCTs, but the initial assembled structure with interspersed particle types is retained. In comparison, when Zn^2+^ is added to the NCTs first, the initial aggregates are composed exclusively of 28 nm NCTs associated via coordination interactions (step (iii)). When the solution is subsequently cooled, 16 nm CA-NCTs aggregate (step (i)) around the exterior of the 28 nm HW-Tpy-NCT clusters through hydrogen bonding interactions, giving rise to two distinct interparticle spacings.

Taken together, the UV--vis spectra, TEM images, and SAXS measurements demonstrate that the assembly/disassembly of the multistimuli responsive NCT system can be controlled by (i) hydrogen bonding interactions, (ii) coordination chemistry, or (iii) both interactions in an orthogonal and reversible manner. This pathway dependent assembly process enables the selective self-assembly of a particular NCT type from a mixture of NCTs, as well as the potential for more complex assembly behaviors that can control the organization of particles within a macroscopic composite in a more sophisticated manner.

Accelerating Covalent Bond Formation via Enhanced Local Concentration {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to selectively controlling assembly, postassembly functionalization of NP-based materials is another key challenge in the field of nanochemistry and nanocomposite development. For example, while supramolecular interactions are often employed to direct NP aggregation, using covalent bonds to link particles together once assembled would potentially result in significantly more stable NP assemblies. Such enhanced stability would open the possibility to process NCT composites under different conditions than are currently accessible. Despite these potential benefits, forming covalent bonds between NPs is challenging because nanoparticle solutions such as those used in this work are typically several orders of magnitude more dilute than typical organic synthesis schemes used to make covalent bonds between molecules (nM particle solutions vs mM solutions of molecules). While covalently linked NP aggregates have been prepared using a large excess of reactive small molecules as a cross-linking agent, the need of removing the excess reagent after covalent bond formation and the extremely slow (∼month) rates of covalent bond formation limit their use,^[@ref32]^ and strategies for directly forming covalent bonds between NPs on more rapid time scales have not yet been established.

In principle, the NCT system offers a distinct advantage in developing methods to form covalent bonds between particles using postassembly functionalization strategy, specifically the fact that NCTs are decorated with a large number of polymer chains that result in a high local concentration of chain ends, as well as conformation flexibility that allows these chain ends to adopt different positions relative to the particle surface. While initial efforts to link Hdz and CHO containing NCTs discussed resulted in no observable particle assembly ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a), it should in principle be possible to increase the local concentration of the reacting groups in a supramolecular-assisted postassembly functionalization approach. Specifically, by coloading HW and CA group-functionalized NCTs with Hdz and CHO terminated polymers, respectively ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, (i)), the use of hydrogen bonding to assemble particles should result in a significant local concentration increase of the reacting Hdz and CHO groups. Moreover, because the polymer chains afford some degree of conformational freedom to these binding groups, the Hdz and CHO terminated polymer chains would be expected to be much more likely to physically contact one another and form covalent bonds than Hdz and CHO groups tethered to a particle surface via small molecule linkers. As a result, the DCC coupling reaction between NCTs should be able to occur in a much shorter time frame than prior DCC-driven nanoparticle assemblies ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, (iii)).

![(a) No covalent bond formation is observed upon mixing NCTs functionalized with hydrazide and the aldehyde terminated PS. (b) A schematic illustration of the covalent bond formation process assisted by supramolecular interactions between HW and CA groups, where hydrogen-bond driven assembly results in significant concentration of the reactive hydrazide and aldehyde groups, increasing the rate of covalent bond formation. (c) UV--vis spectra of the NCT samples shown in (b) initial state (red dash), 48 h after mixing (black), followed by the treatment of the NCT samples with DMF (blue), heat (green) and TFA (red), demonstrating that all NCTs are covalently linked within 48 h of mixing. (d) Kinetic study of the covalent bond formation process between the NCTs shown in (b).](ja9b06695_0007){#fig7}

To test this hypothesis, HW-Hdz and CA-CHO functionalized 16 nm NCTs were combined (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf) for experimental protocols), and their assembly was monitored using UV--vis spectroscopy. Upon mixing, the NCTs immediately self-assembled due to the hydrogen bonding interactions, indicating that the presence of the Hdz and CHO groups did not significantly affect HW-CA complex formation ([Figure S10](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf)). After 48 h, aliquots of the NCT aggregates ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, black trace) were either treated with DMF or heated to 80 °C; both of these conditions have been shown to disrupt hydrogen bonding interactions between NCTs (vide supra). Notably, the UV--vis spectra ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, blue and green traces) show no evidence for the dissolution of the HW-Hdz/CA-CHO NCT aggregates. These observations are consistent with the NCTs in this system being connected by covalent hydrazone bonds formed between the Hdz and CHO groups. The covalent bonding is further confirmed by the addition of TFA, a strong acid known to cleave the hydrazone bond, which causes the aggregates to readily redisperse ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, red trace). The kinetics of this covalent bond formation process between the NCTs were also investigated (see [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf), Section 3 for experimental details) by UV--vis spectroscopy. It was found ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}d) that the hydrazone bond formation between the NCTs was initiated within 10 min of mixing and that over 90% of the NCTs were covalently linked within 6 h of mixing, suggesting that compared with other reported examples, the strategy described here using supramolecular complexation to form a high local concentration of the reacting Hdz and CHO groups provides an effective approach for covalently linking NPs with significantly shortened reaction time and elevated efficiency.^[@ref50]^ More importantly, this strategy of enhancing the local concentration of binding groups to accelerate reaction kinetics should be readily applicable to NP systems in a general manner, meaning that it should be possible to form many different types of covalent bonds between NPs.

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

In this work, we have demonstrated the ability of a single NCT system to express finely tuned assembly behaviors in response to multiple external stimuli, and the feasibility of using a supramolecular-assisted postassembly functionalization approach to perform chemical reactions between NPs. The unique role of the polymer tethers in the NCT system sheds light on how to take advantage of the entropic effects associated with polymer chain dynamics to tune the assembly process. Moreover, the example of directly linking NPs through covalent bonds provided here has important implications in the field of catalysis,^[@ref51]^ as NP scaffolds can potentially be used to enhance the kinetics of different chemical reactions via a local concentration effect. Future work will focus on both the construction of hierarchical self-assembled NCT architectures using the various recognition motifs established here and potentially many others such as host--guest chemistry,^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ and using covalent bonds to enhance the stability and mechanical properties of long-range ordered NCT superstructures for their applications in the solid phase.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/jacs.9b06695](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.9b06695).Synthesis and characterization of the new compounds, preparation protocol of the NCT samples for different studies, UV--vis spectroscopic investigations and TEM, SAXS measurements of NCT assemblies ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.9b06695/suppl_file/ja9b06695_si_001.pdf))
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